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Philomatheia Ball at Copley Friday
ANNUAL SENIOR BALL LED
DONAHUE AWARDED HARRIGAN Father Richard A. Henry E. Foley
BY GEORGE L. KELLIHER
O'Brien Dead
Is City Counsel
PRIZE IN ORATORICAL CONTEST
a Substitute?"

HERBERT A. KENNY
A few days before the Christmas
holidays a small news item of the
Associated Press told of the death
of a Father Richard A. O'Brien,
S.J., in the far Philippines. Of the
present student body only a few,
possibly no more than two, realized
that the deceased was the foster
father of athletics at Boston College. Some of the alumni remembered.
Coach Jack Ryder remembered.
Had the beloved Major Frank W.
Cavanaugh been alive he would
have remembered. Frank Reynolds,
By

The Harrigan prize of fifty dollars was awarded this year to William D. Donahue, '34, as a consequence of the Annual Oratorical
Contest in the Senior Assembly
Hall, on the evening of December
the twentieth.
The judges were Joseph G.
Crane, A.8., L.L.8.; Richard J.
Dunn, P.H.8., L.L.8.; and Paul E.
Troy, A.8., L.L.8.; all professors at
the Boston College Law School. The
contest took place before the
largest audience which has come
out for an Oratorical Contest at the
College for several years despite

the bad weather.
The chairman was Gregory L.
Sullivan, president of the class of
1934. Those competing were Albert Aronson, '35, speaking upon
"Emancipation or Continued Solitude"; Robert J. Glennon, '34, president of the Fulton Debating Society, on "A Cultural Prosperity";
Lawrence J. Riley, '36, president of
the Marquette Debating Society on
"Truth Banishes Bigotry"; John F.
Donelan, '37, on "The Secret International"; William J. Donahue, '34,
on "Has Religion a Substitute?";
Mark J. Dalton, '36, on "From the
Fallen Self"; John L. Roach, '34,
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

Quartet Appears
On Programme of
Dedham Society
The college quartet, a feature of
the 1933-1934 Glee Club, entertained last Sunday, Jan. 7, at the
annual communion breakfast of the
Holy Name Society at St. Mary's
Church, Dedham, Mass. The quartet consisting of John E. Haley, '34;
Irving C. Brogan, '36; Joseph J.
Ecker, Jr., '36; and William A.
Kean, '35; was under the direction
of Theodore N. Marier, '34, President of the Musical Clubs, who
acted as accompanist.
Their program contained many
new selections and arrangements.
Popular among the quartet selections were: "Thank God for a Garden," "The Elf Man," "Little Boy
Blue," and "College Melody." Mr.
Ecker also favored the gathering
with a rendition of the very popular
"Sylvia." Mr. Marier after rendering the "Rhapsody in Blue" at the
piano was requested to play his own
interpretation of "The Last Roundup."

ATTENTION JUNIORS
Those Juniors who have
been paying for their Week
ticket through the installment
plan, can continue until the
Week
before
the Junior
events.
Their reservations
may be made now through
the representatives in the
class who have been in charge
of installment funds.
All
others must buy theirs before
the 19th.

Ruby
to Furnish
Newman's Orchestra

Former Faculty Director Appointed by Mansfield
Dies in Philippines
to High Post

Subject "Has Religion

Music

of Mayor Mansfield's first
appointments was that of corporation counsel. To this position he
raised Henry Elliot Foley, '22, Fulton Medal winner, former Stylus
business manager, dramatist and
student while at Boston College,
now one of the foremost legal
minds of the city. Foley is a graduate of Harvard Law School to
which he matriculated after having
been graduated from Boston ColOne

lege.

Leader in Class
Besides holding the usual LL.B.
Foley also holds an S.J.D., a degree
ex-graduate manager of athletics,
rare in the country. While at Harremembered. For it was through
vard studying for his degrees he
the Rev. Richard A. O'Brien that
Rev. Richard A. O'Brien
William D. Donahue
was always a leader in his class. He
these
men became monumental figFaculty Director of College
Quondam
Oratorical Contest Winner
scholarships. At
Lately Deceased
ures in the athletic history of the won numerous
present Foley is but 31 years old
college.
stnd one of the youngest men ever
It was in 1919 that Reynolds to hold the present position.
FRESHMAN SOCIAL came
STAGE SOPHOMORE
to the college at the instigaWell Known Author
TO BE HELD FEB. 19 tion of Father Devlin, then presiFEB. 1st.
dent of the college, and Father
A competent speaker, he is also
O'Brien. Following Reynolds came well known as an author, having
Longwood Cricket Club Ryder, Cavanaugh, Fred Roque, the contributed several articles to variLawrence Riley to Preside
coach of hockey, Olaf Hendrickson, ous law journals; articles of a very
Scene of Affair
coach of baseball. With these men technical nature, showing a proat Dinner
Boston College's athletic niche was found knowledge of the law and
bringing
The Freshman social season will carved forever.
almost embarrassingly
The second event of the present
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)
laudatory criticism from all sides.
open on January 19th, at the Longschool-year
by the Sophomore class
wood Cricket Club, Chestnut Hill.
will
be
held
on February 1, 1934.
date,
On that
the class of '37, under
the direction of President Joseph R.
A supper will be served at 6:15
McCurdy, will conduct a semi-forp. m. in the Senior Assembly Hall.
mal social between the hours of
Mr. Doyle is the caterer for the afnine and two. The music for the
fair.
For the sum of one dollar, a
affair will be furnished by Ken
turkey supper will be given. The
Reeves and his popular Cunard Line
After two months of arduous Teddybears, an orchestra that has
Orchestra which has won wide acCommittee, headed by Lawrence
work
and worry on the part of the become well known in Boston
claim by many lovers of dance
Riley,
president of the Marquette,
chairmen of Junior Week events, a through broadcasting and by their
music.
well-rounded and interesting group appearance at many college func- have ample entertainment including
The committee, as appointed by of affairs has finally been completed, tions.
Those who do not purchase singing, dialogue and a boxing exPresident McCurdy, consists of which
will be held from Feb. 4th to a Week ticket, can attend for the hibition, with all talent coming
Richard M. Kelley, chairman; Ed- 9th.
nominal sum of $1.50. A special from the Class of '36. Aiding the
ward J. McGuinness, Herbert J.
As is customary, the week will supper will be served after the chairman are Charles Adams, RobCrowley, Philip F. Doyle, and John
commence on Sunday the 4th with dance in the Kenmore dining room ert Doonan, John Downey.
F. Donlan. Tickets are now on sale
Mass and Communion Breakfast,
for those who desire to remain.
The success of the social conand may be obtained from members
Wednesday night, the 7th, will be ducted by the class at the Univerthe latter to be held in the Senior
of the various classes. All pay- Assembly
Hall. The invited guests solely masculine and a bachelors' sity Club enabled President John
ments on tickets must be in one
will be Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, revelry will be conducted in the As- Maguire to conduct the coming
week from Friday.
S.J., President of Boston College, sembly Hall under the name of a banquet. It will be the last sophoRev. Patrick McHugh, S.J., Dean smoker. The chairman of this more function before Lent.
of the college, and the junior proevent and his assistants have outfessors. Besides, there will be one lined numerous and entertaining
prominent speaker of the Catholic skits which will partially comprise
ON
laity, who will be announced at a the program. Besides there will FULTON TALKS
be a few speakers of note in the
later date.
ON FOOTBALL
world, probably
On the following evening, Feb. 5, sports
"Ace"
Senior Talks at Ethics the Boston College Dramatic Asso- Bailey, the Toronto hockey star,
ciation will present as its semi- who is now recuperating from a Fleming in Fiery Talk at
Club Meeting
annual production the play "Once serious injury. Last year this event
in a Lifetime." Composed of three proved most diverting and interestCrowded Meeting
At the meeting of the Ethics acts and twice the number of ing and, so far, the plans of the
Academy held December 19, 1933, scenes, the play is a hilarious satire night will equal, if not surpass, the
The weekly debate of the Fulton
John W. Whelan discussed the prin- on the modern and complicated entertainment of the previous year.
ciple of euthanasia, and at the close business of Hollywood.
Debating
Society last Thursday was
Continuing the Week, there will
Although
of the discussion answered ques- the play will also appear on Tues- be on Thursday evening, Feb. 8, the enlivened by the opposition of the
tions put to him by the members day evening, Monday has been set customary hockey game and skat- editors
of the two literary publicaof the Academy.
aside as Junior night. This will be ing party. The college sextet will
tions of the college on the topic,
Euthanasia, as explained by Mr. the only expense that is not in- cope with B. U. for the city supremWhelan, is the theory of subjecting cluded in the Junior Week ticket. acy. Following this there will be a "Resolved: That football is over
the incurable sick, the insane, hard- But the prices of the play will be skating party for those who wish to emphasized in the colleges of Amerened criminals, and the like, to a low enough to be within the reach attempt the act. It is rumored that ica."
painless death by gas or powerful of everyone.
The Heights and the Musical Club
Negative Wins
drugs. He showed that euthanasia
On Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 6, will battle out their intense rivalry
The affirmative was upheld by
is morally wrong because human commencing at four o'clock and with stick and puck.
Due to
life is sacred and belongs to God, continuing until seven, will be the weather conditions, last Fall the an- Steven Fleming, '35, editor of the
Who alone has the power of life Tea Dance. The afternoon social nual football classic did not mate- Stylus, and John Fallon, '35; while
and
death
over man.
Hence will be held this year as well as last rialize, but now the ribald enthusi- Paul Dugan, '35, and Herbert A.
euthanasia is either murder or sui- in the Crystal Ballroom of the asts of the news organ and the Kenny, '34, editor of The Heights,
cide, according to whether a perHotel Kenmore. This popular set- musical scale hope to furnish a very presented the negative arguments.
son is put to death by another or ting augurs well for the success of interesting ice combat, if it can be The society voted to award the detakes his own life.
the affair, besides the music of the arranged.
bate to the members of the negative.

BANQUET

PROGRAM FOR JUNIOR WEEK
ANNOUNCED; MANY EVENTS

?

WHELAN SPEAKS
EUTHANASIA

The elaborate main ballroom of
the Copley Plaza will be the scene
of the annual senior ball, this Friday evening. The affair, which will
be in the form of a supper dance,
will begin at nine o'clock, and continue until two, to the music of
Ruby Newman's orchestra, Boston's leading dance band.
Gregory L. Sullivan, president of
the class of 1934, has chosen George
L. Keleher, of Woburn, as chairman
of the committee in charge of the
affair. Keleher is aided by Joseph
P. Killilea, Hyde Park; William V.
Hayes, Dorchester; James F. Sheehan, Roslindale; Walter P. Costello,
Mattapan; Walter L. Flaherty,
Woburn; Peter W. Collins, Newton;
and Charles W. Downey, Dorchester.
The Philomatheia Club is cooperating with the Senior Class to
make this a financial success, and
will share in the expense and
donate the proceeds to the Sub
Turri. Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts,
president,
has appointed Mrs.
Charles H. Fitzpatrick of North
Abington as auxiliary chairman;
Miss Mary Dowd represents the
Junior Philomatheia Club.
There will be dancing from nine
until midnight. At twelve o'clock,
the annual senior promenade will
take place. The lights will be
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

President to
Address Von
Pastor Society
The Von Pastor History Academy
announces that the series of lectures on current events will be continued with a lecture on Russia by
Rev. Father Louis J. Gallagher,
S.J., President of Boston College.
The date for this lecture is tentatively set for Wednesday, January
14.

This afternoon Father J. F. X.
Murphy, S.J., will deliver the first
of several lectures on Chaucer and
the characters in the Canterbury
Tales. In this first talk Father
Murphy's subject will be "Chaucer
and His Times," and in the subsequent lectures the various characters of Chaucer will be treated as

of medieval life, so that when
the series is completed a full picture of medieval civilization will
have been presented.
Further announcement of these
lectures will be made from time to
time, and all are invited to attend
them.
types

SENIORS: Jan. 31 is the
FINAL date for picture sittings. The SUB TURRI staff
MUST have your cooperation
THIS MONTH. A half dozen
procrastinators

can

prevent

THIS YEAR'S BOOK from
coming out on time. DON'T
BE ONE.
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Some of the students are still
ringing out the old and in the new
on the strength of these we can
wish you a happy new year . . . and
peer about with the rest for the
better times that have been coming
so long they should be here and
gone by this time .
maybe they
have and we didn't see them
going . .
?T?
Drifting into Thompson's Spa
opposite the Globe we were accosted
by none other than Steve Hansbury
. .
the introspective cherub was
sipping a strawberry soda all by
himself
. and annotated at the
end of his long line of guff that the
two Curran brothers had
just
slipped out . . . feeling the better
for a couple of frappes.
?T?
Martin Dolphin has been chasing

Thomas T. Sheehan, '34
Edward J. Sullivan, '34

.

.

TO

the youth setting out today
choose a life's vocation
there is presented a formidable
dilemma, on the respective horns
of which he is apt to be impaled.
He must determine whether for life
he would be a dilettante or first in
some one sphere or profession. In
any profession, the competition is
so keen that he who seeks to be preeminent over his fellows must
abandon everything else and devote
himself exclusively to his chosen
work.
to

Edward L. Fitzmaurice, '36
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simple. Neither. We forget to mention that the dilemma admitted a
third horn. Then it is not truly a
dilemma, you point out cleverly.
Ah, but that is not the point, ma'

fran'.
To the scowling genius who
strides rough-shod over all obstacles until he has attained his end, or
to the complacent lounge lizard to
whom all things are a bore, but who
can do everything, these words do
not apply. It is rather to the average person, Charles W. Citizen, if
you will, who knows enough to get
in out of the rain, whose wants are
many, and whose means of fulfilling all of them are few. If the
truth be known, he is happier than
either of the others, because his
wants are insatiable, and the struggle to get along keeps him from
ennui or from supreme accomplish-

JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

STORE for MEN

A Separate S ore In a Separate Building

In our great
Birthday Sale
for Men
Fashion Park,
Society Brand

SUITS

The dilettante, on the other hand,
is versatile. He is a leader in nothing, but at least he is in everything.
We are too apt to condemn him as
a shiftless, worthless person for not
sticking at one thing. We are too
hasty. That is not his nature. For
him to be restricted to one thing exclusively would be to make him fitus around the school with a letter ted for nothing, which is worse. At ments.
A large group of suits of
Thus, O Youth!, seek a combinafrom Glen Gray and the Casa Loma least as a mere dilettante, he can
particular appeal to young
tion of the two. Have a main prowhich reads to the effect that he, do everything fairly well.
men, including a variety of
fession, but to keep sane, learn to
Glen, has never dealt with a better
styles, colors, and patterns.
that
the
who
to
me
man
It seems
dabble outside your chosen field. A
gang of fellows than the present
Regularly priced from $40
heads his profession is as badly off nation of dilettantes will soon persenior class of the college . . that
to $55.
as the dilettante. He may ulti- ish from decay but one of geniuses
makes it mutual since the class
mately break down from overwork; will destroy itself by self annihila600 new Crombie overcoats
picked Glen's group as the favorite
and the dilettante, wearied of every- tion. The sane man takes himself
in a famous Scotch fabric
orchestra . . . Steve Fleming is also thing, because he has tried his hand
neither too seriously nor too lightly.
widely used by custom tailors
boasting a letter received from
at everything, may end it all from He sees his own limitations and
in $65 to $125 coats. BirthJohn J. Wright, Fulton Medal winthe bridge into the river. Neither makes an honest effort to overcome
day Sale price is $34.50.
ner of three years ago, former is truly a success; the one because
them. He has a job to do in life,
Heights man and Stylus associate
he has not learned to relax; and the and by relaxation, he fits himself
Other values for men
editor who states that he likes the
other because relaxation has be- for each day. The genius and the
throughout the Store for
.
.
lines of the Stylus
and compli- come his life's work.
dilettante have no place in the averMen and the Sporting Goods
ments sophomore Henry Beaureyouth is at a age life, because they are not northe
Accordingly,
section.
gard on his short stories . . . and
the mal persons; and hence they come
loss
as
to
which
horn
of
the letter came all the way from
Rome where John is studying at the dilemma to embrace. The answer is to an abnormal end.
Collegio Americano del Norf
.
(hope we got that right).
gave us. Father McHugh, Father impressions are always the strongThe Philomatheia Prom promises
Tobin, Father Corrigan, Father est," said Jack.
"And Father
to be the usual success so much so
Driscoll and the other professors O'Brien will always be to me the
Ken
Kelley,
that Joe Paul and
who were here with Father O'Brien ideal faculty director. The present
social authorities of last year, are
could tell the story far better than director, Father Frank Sullivan,
squandering the six socks to be
the present writer. We are far out S.J., is the closest approach we
as the upper class men
there
of sympathy with the times. Many have ever had."
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
will remember, Ken was business
of the scholastics at St. Mary's
went on,
Reminiscing:
Ryder
manager of last year's Heights
Those were tough times in which Hall were students under Father "Father
O'Brien was the most eneditor
managing
and Paul was the
to gain recognition.
It took a O'Brien.
thusiastic of fans the teams ever
and struggled with this column be- fighter to do the job. And the job
Every afternoon he would be
had.
Able
Teacher
fore us
(now even the freshman and the man were made for each
at football practise, parading
down
As a teacher he was a man the
knows the truth).
other. It was intimidating work at
up
and
down the field watching the
were
to
for.
A
ready
fight
?T?
that time to get B. C. on the ath- fellows
He never missed a day. He
everyone was ready men.
fighter
himself,
That cold weather sent one letic map. Opposition loomed at to fight with him. And it is due to was a great man."
It was a costly proposistudent back to bed and brought the all angles.
spirit that Boston College is
tion
and
was scarce. It was this
money
Departure from B. C.
doctor over to the house
he figathletically
where it is.
and
was as
a
business
deal
business
A few years later duty called
ured that if it was really that cold
Father O'Brien away. The parting
he must be sick .
the cure was bad as it has been in the past few
World War Chaplain
But all of Father O'Brien's fight- scene was a sad one. Close to tears
easy .
the doctor tipped the ther- years.
Father O'Brien was a salesman. ing wasn't done in and around the Father
mometer upside down and the boy
O'Brien addressed the
began to sweat .
was all for go- Inside of a few months after his in- growing Gothic towers of Boston student body. The days at Boston
ing in swimming . . . what of it if it ception as faculty director of ath- College. In the world war Father College had been happy ones for
isn't true
it isn't a good story letics he had the ball rolling. O'Brien was a chaplain. Students him and he hated to go. It was a
. .
but for the benefit of the B. C. Students today see that it is all the who were in his room when he sorry parting. Father O'Brien's
high boys who remember Messrs. time gathering momentum, despite taught old Freshman A will relate reconciliation with his new life was
McLeod and Hagerty, the coatless a few pitfalls that would sidetrack the innumerable stories that Father necessary. And though he left the
couple, the chill saw them in top- it. Father O'Brien talked and O'Brien had recorded in his war college over ten years ago, and this
. worked and inside of a year he had diary. A brilliant book which may world ten weeks ago, as far as the
coats for the first time in years
everybody sold on the idea.
some day find its way into print.
alumni and the student body are
?T?
Real athletic teams were what he
The memory of Father O'Brien concerned, he is still with us in
But back to the Philomatheia wanted. Real athletic teams he is very fond to Jack Ryder. "First memory, name and achievement.
Prom
if any senior can't steal
or borrow the six to attend, it
amounts almost to a case of confession
there was a senior back
in the nineties who missed it and Follow the Crowd to
his classmates haven't spoken to
him since .
it's the time when
everybody splurges . the affair of
. you may be a senior
a life time
if you're not smart
for four years
but there is only one senior prom Known From Coast to Coast
for any student .
there's only one
Meet Your Favorite Stage and
Screen Stars at Close Range
class that's your class
and even
if the Philomatheia ball was held in
OPEN TILL 4 A.M.
a barn . with a victrola supplyNext to Metropolitan Theatre
ing a few withered strains of music
256 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
. . . there would never be another
time like it for the senior
it's
"Boston's Smartest Dance Salon"
. Farrenkopf, the cinTHE dance
The newest accepted rendezvous for discriminating college students
der-dusted, is even going to get his
shoes polished
or whosoever's
Dance to the Music of
he should wear
?T?
.

Edward J. O'Brien, '35, Sports Editor
Raymond Harrington, '34
Frank Farrcnkopf, '34
William A. Kean, '35
George Goodwin, '35

C. Edward Long,

By J. Roach

Herb Kenny

.

Leo Coveney, '37
John F. Donelan. '37

John Pestier, '35
Louis Smithers, '35
Vincent Stasium, '35
Walter Sullivan, '35
Thomas Keane, '36
Paul Power, '36
lames Bonner, '37
Charles Butler, '37
Sports

The Whirling Hub

...

Herbert A. Kenny, '34, Editor-in-Chicj
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THE NEW YEAR

BECAUSE

it is unknown, the
be said to
our
past
beyond
is
bright.
be
The
control, but hope is peculiar to the
future precisely because it is the
realm of the possible. It is the
future wherein man creates his
destiny; by planning in the future,
he determines what shall take place
in the present.
And so, it is the most natural
thing in the world for men to acclaim the passing of the old year.
Many persons deplore celebrations
on the eve of the new year because
to them it is the part of the fool.
They argue that men are mad to
welcome the end of the old year, because they welcome that which
draws them nearer to the grave.
These persons miss the significance of the whole thing. We celebrate on the eve of the new year,
precisely because it is the eve of the
new year, and not because it marks
the passing of the old. We are
cheered by the prospect of a new
day, in which to attempt again to
do something worth while. The
future is rosy, because to us it is
another dawn. We hope for a
change to the better. The fools are
wise.
In a period of unrest where all
values seem to fluctuate, we eagerly
embrace the entrance of a new year.
After a nightmare of gloom, we
look on the day with tired eyes. The
pessimist tells us we are beguiling
ourselves into a state of false security; that there is no day; that
the night is endless. They are
wrong. They regard the future as
gloomy because they have an eye
to the mistakes of the past, and
argue falsely that what has happened before will happen again, so
that hope is the refuge of him who
dares not see his own condition. It
is a sort of mask we use to separate
us from reality.
Despair is the
creature of the past and the present; hope the virtue of the future.
The future may look futile, but it
is only because the present is futile.
The future can never truly be called
gloomy, because no man can say
what it holds, much less that what
is in store for us is discouraging or
future

coward, who is afraid to work; the
brave man is the only realist, because he has faith in the ideals of

tomorrow.

J. L. R., '34.

can always

disheartening.

The sane man is glad to be rid
of the past; because it is beyond his
control.
He lives in the present,
but his eyes are on the future. He
does not know what will happen,
but he does know that he can control his own fate by his own actions.
The fatalistic doctrine is that of the

COLLEGE EDUCATION
The main purpose of a college
education seems to be to prepare an
immature person to make his way
through life. Yet it is perhaps one
of the strangest results that after
four years of higher education we
still frequently find men who do not
know their vocation in life, and who
simply fall into the first likely position offered after graduation.
Freshmen especially are likely to
be in this undecided state of mind,
though it exists in all the classes.
If, however, they pick out one type
of work early in their career which
they determine upon to pursue,
they can begin now to point all
their training and efforts in this
direction. Then there is another
group of college men, perhaps the
majority, who have a vague idea of
what they intend to be and yet who
do not know whether they have the
necessary qualifications for
this
vocation. Now then you may say,
"We realize all this but what can
we do about it except to ponder a
little more diligently about our pos-

sible futures."
Over at the college library there
is a collection of monographs under
the title of "Careers" dealing with
just this difficulty of students, and
containing a number of articles on
several of the more common vocations such as law, architecture,
banking, etc., written by different
men who have made a diligent research into the subject which they
are explaining. Each article gives
an analysis of the opportunities, the
remuneration, and the necessary
qualifications for the particular
pursuit with which it deals as well
as its difficulties and attractions.
Moreover this collection is worthy
of your attention for this reason if
for no other, because of its introduction which is an inspiring dissertation on the subject of a vocation
and is both very interesting and
very instructive.
L. J. C, '37.
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IMMEDIATELY: Advertising solicitors for the SUB TURRI.
SENIORS
15% commission.
especially
should volunteer
for this task. List of potential advertisers will be furnished. See Robert McQuilWANTED

land at 1:30 any day in room
T312. ACT NOW.

.

.

.

It's brutal to mention more expense . . . but if anyone is really
flush
he might two-dollars his
way into the Alumni banquet for
the football team . . and on top
of that is the little time being run
at the Longwood cricket club by the
freshmen a week from Friday . .
?T?

Ted Hanson's Normandie Orchestra
"THE PLACE TO SEE AND BE SEEN"

...

.

In order that Boston College men may see what the "Normandie"
looks like, we have printed a guest coupon attached below.

15 WrJ»l'i 111 CORNEROF
EAST ST.teJjU*iiAa *sAgT!c«vi-

DESIGNING

TWO ENTRANCES
TREMONT ST.: Through B. F. Keith's Entrance.
WASHINGTON ST.: Between Keith Memorial and Paramount theatres.

.

Head Unswelled
"The Trinity Times" showed
good taste by quoting at
THE HEIGHTS, in the name of the students and faculty of the their
length an article on Francis Thompcollege, extends its deepest sympathy to Rev. William L. Johnson, S.J., on son appearing in a recent issue of
Heights. That sounds like a
the death of his father, and to Rev. John B. Creeden, S.J., on the death of The
self-back-slap, but the story was
his brother.
written by a prominent literateur,
so we can claim no credit.
46 Bromfield Street HANcock 8000

STUDENT COUPON
This coupon, when detached from the "Heights," is good for one free
admission to the "Normandie," upon the purchase of another admission ticket
at the box office. Good any night up through Jan. 19th except Sal., Jan. 13th.
present coupon at Tremont St. Entrance.
Please

L

THE NORMANDIE

THE HEIGHTS

January 10, 1934

Eagle Pucksters
Open Tomorrow

THRU THE

After five weeks of intensive
and scrimmage under the
tutelage of Coaches Kelley and
Mahoney, the Eagle hockey team
starts on its schedule this week at
the Boston Arena. The Union Boat
Club with several former Harvard
and Yale stars in its lineup, will be
met tomorrow night, while on Saturday night the strong Berry A. C.
will furnish the opposition.
With several of last year's stars
as a nucleus, "Snooks" Kelley
should mold a capable team which
ought to carry on through a successful season. Capt. Ray Funchion,
Crimlisk, Liddell, Groden, Downey,
Blake, and Sullivan are back from
last year, while Moore, Sampson,
Ahern, O'Dowd, Furbush, Grimes,
Ecker, Ready and Zibbell have been
taken up from the freshmen. In
addition to these men are Holland,
Fallon, and Ralph Ambrose, prompractice

EAGLES'EY

EDDIE O'BRIEN

TAKEN

by and large, athletics are somewhat of an oddity. They
give one a fairly clear prospectus into the changing qualities
of human nature, wherein amusement and entertainment are
concerned. The frenzied thousands who sit on the sidelines have much
to do with the changing athletic programs, but they alone aren't to

blame. Since the time when chariots blazed around the tracks of
Roman amphitheatres and ponderous gladiators boxed with sharp
metal prongs protruding from their gloves, athletes and spectators
have demanded a change in diet.
For long weary hours the warriors and their coaches practise
diligently, both before and during the seasons. The mentors spend
anxious days and sleepless nights, changing their machines, mending
here, strengthening there, and finally their products make their first
public appearance. Then during the season as mistakes and weaknesses
crop up positions are changed and plans altered, and then comes the
big blow off. After months of seemingly endless practise, during
which the team may have faltered here and there, only to show vast
improvement in its next appearance, the entire program reaches its
climax in a deafening crescendo. Follows the after season lull, and
a new campaign is launched.
Prior to, during and directly following the holiday vacation, there
was a decided famine on University Heights, athletically speaking.
But tomorrow night another Boston College machine will make its
public bow, and the same procedure will begin all over again.
Hockey will be served for the remainder of the winter, and the
Union Boat Club tvill provide the opposition for the initial dish. For
the past six weeks Coach Kelley and the skating Eagles have been rehearsing at the Boston Arena, and the grim determination of the
doughty band is evidenced by the fact that they hold most of these
rehearsals while most of us are pounding our ears.
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CINDER
DUST

For a short time only!
YOUR UNRESTRICTED CHOICE
OF ANY HOWARD SUIT

By

Frank Farrenkopf

TOPCOAT OVERCOATTUXEDO with dress vest

Coach Jack Ryder's Eagles will
match strides with the Engineers
of M. I, T. in an informal track
meet on Saturday afternoon, the
13th of January, on the board track
at Tech. This will give the coaches
of both teams an opportunity to
size up their respective teams.
*

*

?

Every garment manufactured
this season to sell for $22.50

*

Now

dash, a 45 yard
There will be
High Hurdle, a 300, 600 and 1,000
yard run, and a mile race. The only
field events will be the pole vault
and High Jump.
a

*

*

*

This will mark the first year that
Captain Johnny McManus has devoted all his time to the dashes. In
previous years he has divided his
time between the dashes and runising junior.
ning on the one mile relay team.
The team which will answer to- McManus and Joyce running in the
morrow night's whistle is largely dash will receive plenty of competiveteran. "Kiddo" Liddell will again tion from Dick Bell of Tech, forhold sway at left wing in his usual mer indoor champion.
smart manner. "Kiddo" is one of
the best defensive wings in college
Parks and Rooney will most
hockey. At center is the play-mak- likely run the 300 for B. C. These
ing Fred Moore whose consistent men will give a good account of
play has won him a starting berth. themselves. Wrigley of Technology
Fred knows how to feed his wings has been running well of late, so
and poke checks very handily.
that a fast time is expected.
*

Capt. Ray Funchion is ready to
hold down left defense in his characteristic colorful style. Ray is extremely fast, possesses a bullet shot
and knows how to hit the opposing
forwards. Teaming up at the points
with Funchion is Charley Downey,
lanky senior, whose hard hitting
body checks make him a standout
defensively. Guarding the strings
is "Tim" Ready, captain of last
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

But the finished product will be there tomorrow night. Captain
Ray Funchion, Herb Crimlisk, Frank Liddell, Morton Downey, Ed
Furbush, Hank Groden, Ambrose, McDowell, Ready, Moore, Zybell,
Ahearn and Holland will be wearing the Maroon and Gold when the
Eagles face the Boat Club. The latter, by the way, will furnish the
stiffest kind of opposition, particularly for the opening fracas. It is
composed of various college grads and outstanding amateurs of known
ability, and although they practise much less as a unit than the college
teams, they can be counted on to give the collegians more than a rub.
As a team they aren't the champs of the continent, but enough individual stars grace the roster to guarantee the Maroon and Gold
puck chasers an interesting evening.
The athletic authorities at University Heights have officially
recognized hockey this season, and if it is backed to any degree the
A. A. will benefit financially. Mr. Brown of the Boston Arena has
guaranteed that the Boston College Athletic Association will benefit
if the Eagle outfit is supported by the student body in a sufficient
degree to clear expenses.
So there you are. The Heights has run for years with a cry for
recognition of hockey by the college. You've got it now. Let's see
what you'll do with it.

*

NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS

*

This is a splendid opportunity for you to replenish
your wardrobe at a worthwhile saving.

In the 600, Dana Smith will run
B. C. If Eaton, who has been
laid up sick, is in condition, he will
likewise run in this event. Jenkins
will be the mainstay of the Tech
Team.

for

*

*

ACLQTHES

Washington St.

*

Between Avery and Boylston

Don Fleet, if he runs, will win the
thousand easily. Other B. C. entrants in this event will be Pais
and DeLear.

43 Tremont St
Near Scollay Square

?

«
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ALSO COMING
But Jack Ryder's track forces will also be ready within the coming
week. They've been braving the wintry blasts since the board track
was finished early last month. Captain John McManus will concentrate on the dashes this year, which shoidd mean that the McManus
heels will be familiar to many intercollegiate dash men. John formerly
was lead-off man on the one-mile relay team.
Frank Eaton will now hold down the lead post on the two-mile
relay quartet. Frank, the dancing demon, has been slow rounding
into form, due to an attack of the grippe, but he has finally shaken the
malady and will doubtlessly be ready for the opening of the season.
The first meet will be with Tech next Saturday afternoon, on the engineer's track.
TRACK

THIS AND THAT
the
The football team will have its third banquet tonight
gold footballs,
at the Kenmore.
Alumni is sponsoring this one.
the Philomatheia spread a
properly inscribed, will be given out.
the new trophy was presented to Frank
week ago was a classic.
Maloney by Mrs. Roberts, President of the Club.
and Dave Couhig
it was fittingly dedipromises to keep the mug at the Heights.
cated.
at the banquet Father Cummings and Father Friary showed
few appreciate the real work that is done by the Philotheir colors.
many
matheia Club in the interests of Boston College athletics.
thanks.
Junior Lemonville is still wondering why the harsh words from
Coach McKenney, when the former saw fit to hold up one of the games
but Lemie did a great job as caretaker of equipment.
last fall.
there will be at least two away from home games next fall.
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FOR HIRE

"SENIOR BALL"
(Special Discount for This Occasion)
STYLE

e.

Ralph J.

f. p.

?

SERVICE

?

SANITATION

BURNS

i

125 SUMMER ST.

Burns
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CATERER
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370 Boylston Street, Brookline
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"Quality and Service," Our Motto

I BOSTON COLLEGE CAFETERIA
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HOCKEY TEAM
TO MAKE BOW
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 2)
year's freshman team, whose work

so far has been sensational.
In reserve strength the Eagles
are anything but weak. A second
line of Ambrose at center flanked
by O'Dowd and Groden is only a
step behind the starting forwards,
while a third trio of Ahearn with
Fallon and Sampson as wings has
shown a good scoring punch. The
exceptionally
outer defense
is
strong. Tom Blake and Ed Furbush, who are playing hockey as
well as they play football, are
primed to relieve Funchion and
Downey. Both Tom and Ed play a
bruising game and few forwai'ds
will split this pair during the season. Also there are Grimes and
Ecker who played the points on the
freshmen ready to step in without
weakening the lineup. In another
year this pair will be impregnable.
Greg Sullivan, Dan Holland, and
Frank Zibbell are pushing Ready
for the goalie's job, so with such
spirited opposition the net will be
well guarded.

January 10, 1934

Seniors to Hold
Wm. Donahue Wins
New Rendezvous
Ball at Copley
Oratory Contest
in Old B. F.
Keith's Theatre (Continued from Page 1,
Col. 6)
dimmed, and the grand march will
begin amid a maroon and gold setting. President Sullivan and Chairman Roberts, followed by the remaining class officers and committeemen, will lead the
Seniors
around the hall for the last time
at the formal dance of the Class of

A new rendezvous for the college
man seeking an evening of pleasure

has opened in the new Normandie
Ballroom on the site of the old B. F.
Keith's Theatre on Washington
street in the heart of the city.
In a distinctive continental manner Normandie offers the much desired sophisticated music in a modernistic setting. As a feature the
leading bands of the country will
play for two weeks' engagements,
thus offering a varied and talented

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
feature editor of The Heights, on
"The Heritage of Rome"; and John
J. Hurley, '34, on "Reassenting
Faith in America." Musical intervals were provided by Robert San
Sousi, violinist, and Irving Brogan,
pianist.
The decision of the judges was
somewhat tardy, the chairman explaining that four of the speakers
were of such excellence that it was
necessary to make their decision
carefully for fear that it would be
unfair to anyone. Without detriment to the indubitable merit of Mr.
Donohue's oratory it might be said
that all the speakers were of unusually high excellence. Certain
general observations regarding the
contestants could
therefore be

1934.

The seniors will be equipped (for
a small fee) with maroon and gold
bands as a badge of honor by which
they may distinguish themselves at
this and all other formal functions
for the rest of the year from everyone else in attendance.
The tickets are chree dollars
apiece, and six dollars the couple,
and they may be obtained at the
desk in the rotunda or from any
member of the committee. Those
desiring to go are urged to make
reservations for tables as soon as
possible to insure a satisfactory
place. It goes without saying that
Seniors are expected to maintain the
excellent spirit with which the
Class of 1934 has heretofore supported its class activities.

program.

Modernistic Surroundings
The spacious dance floor is surrounded on one side by a modernistic covering serving as an acoustic
shell for the orchestra. The rest is
surrounded by low and comfortable
divans with soft and shaded lights.
There is ajso a balcony overlooking the dance floor decorated in the
same fashionable manner.
The Normandie promises to attract the attention of the college
man wishing an enjoyable and
economical evening of pleasure.

account of
the singularity or
peculiarity of the subject. This
contest is contrasted with two
occasions when the writer recalls
that the Harrigan award seemed to
have been won, ability and finish in
presentation

the same, by

Croston

Carr Co.

&

Clothiers, 72 Summer Street

#New

comparatively
being
a man who chose a

Collegiate

Tuxedos

subject quite out of the ordinary
for Harrigan orations. Above all, there was noticed
a general smoothness in the arrangements of material and the delivery thereof, which cannot but be
complimented.
run of subjects

TO RENT

All Suits One Price

J>

With Silk Vest

PLEASE PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS.
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COMPLETE OUTFITTERS

E. L. GRIMES PRINTING CO.
PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL-KNOWN PUBLICATIONS

drawn.
Between the subject matter of
the various speeches, there was an
indefinite nexus. Each seemed to
logically link up with the others,
and all seemed to proceed from a
common source. There was a harmony proceeding from speech to
speech, and no speech obtunded on

Send for Estimate

LlBerty 3356

368 Congress Street

Boston, Mass.
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is how round and firm they are. The tobacco

doesn'tspill out and there are no loose ends to
cling to lips. That's because we pack each and
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always draw easily, burn evenly and are
always mild and smooth. So smoke a Lucky,
a fully packed cigarette. And remember, "It's
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